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Meet the Presenters
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Managing Director, Pearl Meyer

William (Bill) Roskin

Member, Compensation Committee, Sony Corp. of America

Richard Goeglein (moderator)

Director, Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc.
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Housekeeping

Slides are available at www.pearlmeyer.com/compensation-

leadership-strategy

and within the webinar console.
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http://www.pearlmeyer.com/compensation-leadership-strategy
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Housekeeping

Submit a question and receive your answer directly 
from Pearl Meyer. You will also be opted-in to 
receive future executive compensation thought 
leadership from Pearl Meyer.

Tweet live with @NACD and @PearlMeyer

Download the presentation and access additional 
resources
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You will automatically receive 1 NACD credit for your 
participation.

Credit may be applied to NACD Fellowship programs.
Contact Fellowships@NACDonline.org for more details.

The replay and slides will be available early 
next week at www.NACDonline.org and 
www.pearlmeyer.com
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Housekeeping

https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/PowerPointPresentations/WEB061809.pdf&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/PowerPointPresentations/WEB061809.pdf&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/web061809/&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/web061809/&eventcode=WEB061809
mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/
http://www.pearlmeyer.com/
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• Possessing and/or developing the right talent is as 
critical to an organization’s success as a clear 
business strategy or valued product/service

Talent

• If identifying the right leaders was not difficult 
enough, ensuring they are engaged may prove 
elusive to many organizations

Leadership

• Today’s presentation provides insight into how 
companies achieve enhanced levels of engagement 
through greater compensation program 
customization

Compensation

Discussion Agenda
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Poll Question #1

Are talent management and/or leadership 
development formally discussed by the 
Compensation Committee?

• Yes

• Yes, but needs to be more robust

• No 

• No, but many topics touch on the issue
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Linking Compensation Strategy to Leadership Strategy

Develop 
compensation 

systems that are 
centered on 

executive 
engagement while 

maintaining 
alignment with 
shareholders

Compensation 
systems designed 

within the context of 
market practice and 
business objectives

Focus on 
shareholder 

alignment and 
accountability 
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Current Practice Emerging Practice

Next Phase



Balancing Engagement and Alignment

• An engagement-centered compensation program design focuses 
on the following principles:

• Be attentive to the current and evolving needs of current and future leaders 
as they advance within the organization

• Develop a holistic view of compensation that draws on the company’s 
culture and incorporates both monetary and recognition-based awards

• Incorporate true long-term compensation that extends beyond 3 years 

• An alignment-centered program adopts the following principles:

• Use compensation elements that are engineered to unlock long-term 
shareholder value creation in an efficient manner

• Adopt compensation pay mix that encourages necessary risk while delivering 
payouts that equitably share in the upside/downside

• Accept that shareholders have a rightful say in how compensation should be 
structured 9



• Using compensation to increase executive engagement and shareholder 
alignment is less about pay levels and more about pay structures

Compensating the Role vs. the Individual
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Define Role

Leadership 
Diagnostic 
for Each 
Executive

Select 
Benchmark

View 
Benchmark 
Data 
Through 
Prism of 
Diagnostic 

Use 
Philosophy 
to Establish 
Target Pay

Allow 
Limited 
Program 
Design 
Choice

Select 
Corp/Div. 
Performance 
Criteria

Include 
Individual 
Performance 
Metrics

Determine 
Actual Pay

Current

Process

Recommended



Poll Question #2 and #3

How many companies currently evaluate their human capital 
(e.g., engagement surveys, corporate cultural diagnostics, 
leadership personality profiles, etc.)?

• Yes

• No 

If evaluated, to what extent do results factor into compensation 
design?

• Directly informs design

• Serves as context

• No discernable relationship

• N/A
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Case Study:  
Customizing Pay Program to Executive Profile

• Greater understanding translates to a more effective design
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Executive Profile

• Ability to take prudent risks

• Does well in uncertain 
situations

• Thrives in decentralized 
environment

• Coach as opposed to 
Manager

• Empowers Employees

• Acknowledges and Learns 
from mistakes 

• Desires career advancement 
and expanded role

Pay Structure Design Inputs

• Emphasize leverage and 
risk/reward

• Prioritize “lead” over “lag” 
metrics

• Focus on recognition over 
retention

• Implement team-based 
features

• Allow for discretion vs. pure 
formulaic

• Require significant long-term 
compensation



Poll Questions #4 and #5

Annual performance metrics for senior executives should
be:

• Corporate financial metrics only

• Corporate financial and corporate milestones

• Corporate financial metrics and metrics specific to role/individual 

• All Three: financial, milestone and individual

Long-term performance metrics for senior executives 
should be:

• Corporate financial metrics or TSR only

• Corporate financial/TSR and corporate milestones

• Corporate financial/TSR metrics and metrics specific to role/individual 

• All Three: financial/TSR, milestone and individual 13



What is Old is Now New

• Use of individual performance metrics has significantly declined

• Consequence is that senior executives are being held less accountable for 
their direct responsibilities

• Next phase performance metric systems should provide a better balance 
between corporate, strategic and individual metrics

• Note, the use of individual performance metrics in long-term compensation 
programs have never been prevalent; primarily due to the difficulty of 
tracking/measuring over a longer timeframe
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Selecting Individual Performance Metrics

• To increase accountability while decreasing subjectivity, individual 
performance metrics should be:

• Measurable and Manageable (i.e., limited number of metrics)

• Leveraged not binary 

• Aligned with the role’s expected contribution to achieving business 
strategy objectives

• Reflective of current business environment 

• Calibrated to the strengths/weaknesses of the individual within the role
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Key Takeaways

• Assess engagement levels among executives staff

• Achieve a better balance between shareholder expectations 
and executive expectations

• Adapt compensation system to keep pace with changing 
business realities and your evolving talent pool

• Focus less on compensation level and more on 
compensation structure

• Personalize incentive systems to maximize return on 
compensation dollars spent
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Questions
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Case Study:  
Testing Pay Implications for Succession Candidates

• Every valued executive is not necessarily a succession candidate

• Given the uniqueness of the engagement situation and the high 
degree of organizational impact, pay implications and structures may 
be different for identified succession candidates
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Leadership Talent Strategy Pay Program Alignment Action Steps
• What competencies and experience do you 

want?
 Are incentives 100% formulaic?

 Do you also reward individual development 

goals?

 Focus on the team, not just the CEO

 Think broadly about current and future leadership needs

 Ensure target pay levels are sufficient to attract and retain 

experienced talent

 How will managers acquire the experience they 

need to become future leaders?

 Do current unit heads have full P&L

responsibility?

 Do pay levels and practices enable moves 

across the organization?

 Do your relocation and expatriate programs 

support global leadership?

 Do you reward corporate and business unit 

results?

 Test your organizational ladder to see what “steps” are available to 

future leaders

 Consider whether some “steps” are too big a jump in scope or if 

there are “blockers” in key jobs

 Assess pay decisions relative to both market levels and internal 

equity 

 What opportunities will managers have to 

“practice” their leadership skills?

 Do your programs penalize failure to the point of 

discouraging risk-taking?

 Are payout curves so narrow that managers 

become overly conservative?

 Build a management style that aligns accountability and control

 Provide opportunities for Board visibility or coaching

 Be willing to exercise pay discretion to reward leadership growth

 What are the key attributes of the culture you 

want to create and maintain across the 

organization?

 What unique attributes are integral to your 

business strategy?

 Do you reward results and behaviors?

 Do your incentive pools and performance 

metrics encourage company-wide teamwork or 

silos?

 Do your long-term incentives encourage risk-

taking (stock options) or stability (time-vested 

shares)?

 Expect typical attributes:  personal integrity; business ethics; 

pragmatism

 Define and reinforce unique attributes:  team vs. individual; risk-

taking vs. cautious; fluid vs. systematic; patient vs. aggressive; 

nurturing vs. survival of the fittest

Key Questions



Case Study:  
Calibrating to Business Life Cycle

• Maintaining the same compensation structure through different 
business stages is prevalent, but not advisable

• Programs should evolve to match business stage requirements  
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Introductory Phase 

• Manage finances and 
forecast needs

• Formulate and convey 
strategic vision

• Develop unconventional 
solutions

• Ability to convince 
investors of idea

Growth Phase

• Determine the optimal 
growth rate/market 
share of company and 
project required 
financial investment

• Analyze original 
product/service and 
recommend key 
differentiating upgrades 

• Adapt to sustain 
competitive advantage

• Ability to convince 
investors of product 
value

Mature Phase

• Optimize and maximize 
efficiency of production 

• Fully develop and hone 
business strategy to 
secure market share

• Forecast customer 
needs and target 
appropriate markets to 
maintain sales volume

• Market and position 
product appropriately 
to maintain sales 
volume

Declining Phase

• Optimize production 
and sales to maximize 
cashflow

• Weigh strategic options 
and implement best 
strategy

• Take advantage of more 
risky, unconventional 
opportunities to save 
business or maximize 
earnings before exit

• Convince investors that 
rebrand is desirable 
investment, or convince 
that firm is good 
acquisition
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Don’t Miss Our Next Webinar in This Series

Join NACD and Pearl Meyer for our next 
Compensation Series webinar:

November 10, 2016

To register or check out the archives of earlier webinars in this 
series, visit www.NACDonline.org/webinars.
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http://www.nacdonline.org/webinars
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If you have any questions regarding NACD credit or the Fellowship 
programs, please contact: 

Meghan Metzbower, Senior Fellowship Program Manager

Phone: (202) 803-6764

Email: Fellowships@NACDonline.org

To learn more about NACD Fellowships, visit us at 
NACDonline.org/Fellowships.

NACD Credit and Fellowship Information

mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/fellowships
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Thank You


